Characteristic Relationship between Dimensions and Parameters of a Hybrid Plasma Thruster
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Abstract: Research results on selection and optimization of the Hybrid Plasma Thruster (HybridPT) accelerator channel are presented here. Basic characteristic relationships between the ion formation area dimensions and optimum parameters of the operation modes of the new model of HybridPT, which can be considered as basic ones for creating a parametric series of the thruster of the given type, are stated.

Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$b_k$</td>
<td>width of the discharge chamber;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_k$</td>
<td>length of the discharge chamber;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_{no}$</td>
<td>width of the beam in the accelerator area;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_B$</td>
<td>half-width of the B, magnetic field induction, distribution from the side of the discharge chamber to the section where $B = B_{r\text{max}}$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_a$</td>
<td>width of the discharge chamber at the anode;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_A$</td>
<td>distance between the anode and the area of ionization and acceleration.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I. Introduction

Nowadays, two types of the plasma thrusters are well-known: Stationary Plasma Thruster (SPT) and Thruster with Anode Layer (TAL). In the early 90s, in order to increase efficiency of Electric Propulsion (EP), as well as to increase specific parameters and characteristics of the advanced EP, new constructive schemes were suggested¹ and approved. Plasma thrusters, which combine features and advantages of the known SPT and TAL, which, thus, are of a hybrid type, allow achieving of high levels of specific thrust impulse close to the ones of the ion thruster parameters.

Regarding the said direction, in the Experimental Design Bureau Fakel (EDB Fakel) (Kaliningrad, Russia), in 1999, on the base of modernized components of SPT-100 of 1350 W capacity and PPS 1350R of 1500 capacity thrusters, in cooperation with Atlantic Research Corporation (ARC, USA), in order to apply for the tender on creation of high impulse EP of 2.3 kW organized by NASA (USA), experimental model of high-voltage thruster SPT-1 was developed, where constructive scheme of HybridPT was implemented. Its constructive scheme features consist in high length of the metal part of the Acceleration Channel (AC) in relation to the ceramic one and configuration of the dielectric rings in their walls parts faced to the ionization and acceleration regions. In 1999, research tests of SPT-1 on the rigs of EDB Fakel were performed, and then, in 2000–2001, on the rigs of NASA's Glenn Research Center (GRC), successful demonstration tests were performed where in various operation modes with discharge currents of 2.07 to 5.09 A and voltages of 300 to 1250 V the following maximum parameters were
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achieved: efficiency $\eta_a = 0.64$, thrust $F = 144.5$ mN, $I_{sp_a} = 3661$ s. In 2002, in EDB Fakel, after modification of the SPT-1 constructive scheme (Fig. 1), research tests with so-called hollow magnetic gas distributor anode were performed also.

![Figure 1. Anode Unit of SPT-1 Thruster with Magnetic Anode](image)

Basic parameters and characteristics of several advanced EPs are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thruster</th>
<th>Thruster type</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Power, kW</th>
<th>$I_{sp}$, s</th>
<th>Thrust, mN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPT-1</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>EDB Fakel</strong></td>
<td>HybridPT&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Developed</td>
<td>Up to 2.3</td>
<td>2500–3500</td>
<td>Up to 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HiVHAC NASA-103M.XL&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt; (&lt;br&gt;USA)</td>
<td>SPT</td>
<td>Qualified</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>900–2900</td>
<td>20–150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPT-4000&lt;sup&gt;1, 3&lt;/sup&gt; &quot;AeroJet&quot; (&lt;br&gt;USA)</td>
<td>SPT</td>
<td>Flight</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>900–1500</td>
<td>161–282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIPS-25&lt;sup&gt;7&lt;/sup&gt; (USA)</td>
<td>Ion Thruster</td>
<td>Developed</td>
<td>2.2–4.5</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>79–165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEXT&lt;sup&gt;7&lt;/sup&gt; (USA)</td>
<td>Ion Thruster</td>
<td>Developed</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>4190</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIT-XT &quot;ASTRIUM&quot;&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Ion Thruster</td>
<td>Developed</td>
<td>Up to 7</td>
<td>4856</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MELCO Hall&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt;, &quot;Mitsubishi Electric Corporation&quot; (Japan)</td>
<td>SPT</td>
<td>Developed</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPT-140DM</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>EDB Fakel</strong></td>
<td>SPT</td>
<td>Under qualification</td>
<td>2.5–5.0</td>
<td>1600–2300</td>
<td>130–300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPT-140</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>EDB Fakel</strong></td>
<td>SPT</td>
<td>Under qualification</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>1770</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPS-X000/PPS-5000&lt;sup&gt;11, 12&lt;/sup&gt; &quot;Sneuma&quot; (France)</td>
<td>SPT</td>
<td>Developed</td>
<td>5 (Up to 10)</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>180–280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA-173Mv1&lt;sup&gt;13, 14&lt;/sup&gt; GRC NASA (USA)</td>
<td>SPT</td>
<td>Under qualification</td>
<td>Up to 6</td>
<td>1800–3140</td>
<td>137–350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROS2000&lt;sup&gt;17&lt;/sup&gt; &quot;ASTRIUM&quot;</td>
<td>SPT</td>
<td>Laboratory model</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prototype PlaS-40</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>EDB Fakel</strong></td>
<td>HybridPT</td>
<td>Developed</td>
<td>Up to 0.4</td>
<td>1000–1750</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keldysh Research Center (Russia)</td>
<td>SPT</td>
<td>Developed</td>
<td>Up to 10</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>180–280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TsNIMASH (Russia)</td>
<td>TAL</td>
<td>Developed</td>
<td>1–5</td>
<td>1500–4000</td>
<td>60–270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PlaS-120CM</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>EDB Fakel</strong></td>
<td>HybridPT</td>
<td>Concept-model</td>
<td>Up to 4.5</td>
<td>Up to 4000</td>
<td>Up to 200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Analysis of several types of modern EPs presented on the summary diagram (Fig. 2) shows the level of parameters they achieved in wide power range. As we can see in the summary diagram, the basic advantage of the ion thrusters consists in providing high specific impulse, over 3,000 s.

As it was shown, HybridPT, in the higher power operation modes and enough high discharge voltages of 900 to 1250 V, e.g. SPT-1 model, also able to provide enough high values of the thrust specific impulse up to 3200 s and over, which, in turn, allows approaching the area of the ion thruster’s specific impulses.

In order to identify the hybrid thruster as a new version of plasma thrusters and to determine its basic distinctive features in relation to other EP types, research tests of various nominal size and power consumption models were performed. In the course of the tests, AC configuration was optimized to determine basic characteristic relationships between the geometric dimensions and the parameters to be used in further constructive scheme and implementation of a parametric series of HybridPT.

So, the known SPTs and TALs differ mainly in constructive scheme of their ACs. SPT is based on an accelerator with closed electron drift and long acceleration region (Fig. 3). As is known, SPT is featured with: longer ceramic discharge chamber (DC) \( L_k/b_{mn} > 1 \), significant inductance variation within it \( L_k/L_B \geq 1 \), possibility of significant changing of the magnetic field lines curvature and direct contact of the flow being accelerated with the walls \( \left| b_k - b_{mn}\right| / b_{mn} = 0 \).

Minimum distance from the anode to the ionization and acceleration region is a characteristic dimension of DC, which is about 18 to 20 mm in the known SPTs.

It should be noted that at present in various sources different information on longitude of the layer of the DC magnetic field between the boundaries of maximum magnetic induction is presented. So, if the external boundary...
corresponds to $B_{r \text{max}}$, there is no common opinion on the internal boundary (from $0.5B_{r \text{max}}$, $0.6B_{r \text{max}}$, $0.7B_{r \text{max}}$, up to $0.8B_{r \text{max}}$). Inside such long AC, anode is located (as a rule on the bottom of DC), which in most cases serves also as a gas distributor delivering propellant to AC and distributing it uniformly by azimuth in coaxial AC. Dielectric walls in the structure of this accelerator allow decreasing of the metal components atomization, especially in the beginning of the life time. In this case, however, the anode layer width extends due to increase of the lateral electrons mobility in the regions close to the walls.

TAL is based on accelerator with closed electron drift and long acceleration region also and has similar constructive scheme of AC (Fig. 4), which is formed with the use of coaxial metal DC, where the AC walls on the DC output can be made of non-metallic while current conducting rings made of graphite, for example. As the such type accelerator structure includes hollow anode, we can somewhat optimize the problem of the working gas ionization near the anode layer boundary. Such metal DC operating under the cathode potential provides possibility of limit-narrowing of the anode layer thus decreasing loss of the plasma flow being accelerated at walls. On the other hand, intense atomization of the discharge chamber walls during operation of like thruster decreases its reliability due to increase of the risks related to the electrical strength of its structure. In comparison to SPT, the standard constructive scheme of TAL has relatively “shorter” chamber ($L_k/b_k<1$), which within weaker magnetic field induction variation is provided ($L_k/L_B<1$), as well the walls distant from the plasma in the acceleration region ($b_k-b_{n_0}/b_{n_0} \sim 1$). So, in TAL, the minimum distance from the anode to the ionization and acceleration region is of about 1 to 2 mm.

In the known thrusters of both constructive schemes, enough high integral parameters and characteristics are achieved, but their operating modes are peculiar with non monotone variation of the discharge current oscillations intensity in relation to the discharge voltage variation, which oscillations are mostly of large amplitude (up to 2.0 A and over) and frequency of 20 to 40 kHz that is of enough low frequency range. Those oscillations, as an ultimate result, increase probability of EP transition into unstable operation mode.

II. Research of HybridPT Models

Construction diagram of DC with hollow gas distributor anode which is a part of hybrid thruster SPT-1 is given in Fig. 5. Detailed analysis of its constructive scheme shows that the basic geometric dimensions of the SPT-1 DC can be described with the following characteristic relationships:

$$1 \leq \frac{L_k}{b_k} < 2; \quad \frac{L_k}{L_B} > 1; \quad \frac{b_{n_0}}{b_k} = 1; \quad \frac{b_k - b_{n_0}}{b_{n_0}} = 0.$$

The characteristic relationships show that the SPT-1 constructive scheme combines various criteria typical to both SPT and TAL, which confirm hybrid nature of SPT-1.

Thus, SPT-1 model has conformal distance from the anode bottom to the DC cut ($1 \leq L_k/b_k < 2$) the same as the one of the standard SPT, which allows implementation of “direct” contact of the flow being accelerated with the walls ($b_k-b_{n_0}/b_{n_0} = 0$). As we can see, the minimum distance from the nearest parts of the anode to the ionization and acceleration region in SPT-1, which can be determined by formula $L_k \min = (b_k - b_{n_0})/2$, is some less and is of 2.5 mm, which is typical to the TAL constructive scheme. Besides, that constructive scheme lead to more significant variation of the magnetic induction in AC ($L_k/L_B > 1$).
When comparing characteristic relationships of SPT, TAL and HybridPT SPT-1 dimensions, we can see, that SPT-1 thruster has three relationships similar to the ones of SPT and one changed individual feature. Dominating similarity of the SPT-1 model to the SPT thrusters is due to the fact that its constructive scheme is based on the structural assemblies of SPT-100B and PPS 1350R thrusters.

In the another version of the HybridPT constructive scheme that is shown in Fig. 6, conventional thin-wall ring magnetic shields united by continuous bonding can be replaced with magnetic reflector being a part of the hollow anode and electrically insulated from the rest components of the magnetic system structure. Implementation of the hollow anode with magnetic reflector allows creating of the DC magnetic field of the optimum configuration with larger gradient of the magnetic induction radial component.

Figure 5. Construction Diagram of HybridPT SPT-1 with the Combined Discharge Chamber and the Hollow Anode/Gas Distributor

Figure 6. Overall View of the HybridPT Prototype PlaS-40 with the Hollow Magnet Anode and its Discharge Chamber Construction Diagram
In the case of HybridPT Prototype PlaS-40 shown in Fig. 6, the characteristic relationships between the dimensions somewhat differ from the ones for the constructive scheme implemented in the SPT-1 model previously:

\[ 1 \leq \frac{L_{k}}{b_{k}} < 1.5; \quad \frac{L_{k}}{L_{B}} > 1; \quad \frac{b_{n_{0}}}{b_{k}} < 1.24; \quad 0 < \frac{b_{k} - b_{n_{0}}}{b_{n_{0}}} < 1. \]

That HybridPT has relatively "shorter" chamber than the one of the standard SPT \((1 \leq L_{k}/b_{k} < 1.5)\), more significant variation of the magnetic induction \((L_{k}/L_{B} > 1)\), as well as better possibilities of contact between the flow being accelerated and walls \(0 < (b_{k} - b_{n_{0}})/b_{n_{0}} < 1\). The minimum distance from the anode to the ionization and acceleration region for the HybridPT can be also determined by formula \(L_{A \text{ min}} = (b_{k} - b_{n_{0}})/2\) and amounts \(\sim 0.5\) mm.

Comparative analysis of the obtained basic dimension relationships between HybridPT SPT-1 (with mid-diameter of AC equal \(\varnothing 85\) mm) and HybridPT Prototype PlaS-40 shows some more deep advance in the further structure improvement, generation of new constructive scheme and creation of a hybrid thruster. As we can see, Prototype PlaS-40 has three individual characteristic dimension relationships and the only similar relationship inherent to TAL.

At first, that version passed research test as a part of SPT-1 thruster with successful results similar to the ones for the original thruster configuration, which has passed demonstration tests. Then, that version of the DC construction was introduced in the developed thruster prototype PlaS-40, where, later, research test was performed in order to determine integral parameters and characteristics with stage by stage optimization of the constructive scheme and selection of low power operation modes in order to perform further limited durability test. The operating time amounted 200 hours of the test and was divided into two 100 hour periods with 200 and 400 W power.

In the known plasma accelerators, there exist some limitations of possibility to optimize efficiency and life time due to relatively long AC where the total distance to the anode and, respectively, to the working gas injection regions regarding the channel depth from the DC cut do not allow to control and affect the plasma concentration distribution starting but even the input of the ionization and acceleration region. Primarily, that is related to significant longitude of the DC walls in the ionization region and the region close to the anode where the ions and electrons recombination occurs mostly. It is known that due to the ions loss at the long walls, upon the average, half of the ions that come to the acceleration region had been subject to previous ionization, recombination on the walls and re-ionization which leads to corresponding increase of the energy consumption for the propellant ionization. Intense loss of the particles on the walls leads to uprise of significant gradients of the electron pressure which distort equipotential surfaces \(\bar{E}-\)of the field so that significant part of the ions being accelerated interact with the walls in the acceleration region thus eroding the walls and increasing the energy losses in the plasma flow being accelerated.

The performed research test of PlaS-40 thruster and the data obtained in the course of the tests in the operating power range of 100 to 400 W as well as performed demonstration tests of the larger capacity SPT-1 thruster in the power range up to 2.3 kW has shown better stability (lower sensitivity) of the hybrid thrusters basic parameters and characteristics even when the magnetic field varies significantly as well as their ability to achieve high integral characteristics with various combinations of supply currents in the magnetic system magnetization sources thus allowing selection of the optimum combinations of amper-turns on the basis of various constructive scheme criteria, e. g. mass of the EP components or possibility to include all magnetization sources connected in series into the EP discharge circuit. More stable operation of the various HybridPT versions exhibiting low discharge current and voltage oscillations is achieved due to arranging the anode in the extreme proximity to input of the \(L_{A}\) region of ionization and acceleration as well as due to providing, besides providing azimuth uniformity of the gas distribution, additional volume distribution of the working gas delivered to DC per AC depth meanwhile providing part of the gas delivery in direct proximity to input of the ionization region.

As per results of the performed research tests of several HybridPT versions of various nominal size and operating capacity of SPT-1 and Prototype PlaS-40, characteristic relationships (Table 2) for both geometric dimensions of DC and basic parameters of their optimum operation were determined.
Table 2 – Characteristic relationship between dimensions and parameters of the SPT, the TAL and the HybridPT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thruster type</th>
<th>Discharge Chamber Geometry</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPT</td>
<td>( \frac{L_k}{b_k} &gt; 1 )</td>
<td>( \frac{L_k}{L_B} \geq 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAL</td>
<td>( \frac{L_k}{b_k} &lt; 1 )</td>
<td>( \frac{L_k}{L_B} &lt; 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HybridPT (PlaS)</td>
<td>( \frac{L_k}{b_k} \leq 1.5 )</td>
<td>( \frac{L_k}{L_B} &gt; 1 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 2010, EDB Fakel has performed also parametric tests of various thrusters of low capacity: Stationary Plasma Thruster SPT-50M and Hybrid Plasma Thruster PlaS-40 at the same conditions and with the use of the same low consumption experimental cathode compensator KE-1. The tests were performed at the discharge voltage of 160 and 220 V in the flow rate range of 1.25 to 2.00 mg/s in horizontal vacuum chamber at pressure during the thrusters operation not over 1.2 \( \times 10^{-4} \) mm Hg (regarding air).

For comparison, let’s consider thruster KM-32\(^{14} \) with mid-diameter of AC equal \( \varnothing 32 \) mm and nominal capacity of 200 W developed in the Research Center named after M. V. Keldysh (Moscow). The said thruster constructive scheme features with implementation of DC as per the combined scheme where the DC walls are made of metal and are under floating potential while ceramic rings are installed close to the DC cut (output). The KM-32 thruster tests were performed on the rigs of Research Center named after M. V. Keldysh. The vacuum chamber diameter amounts 0.96 m, length 3.2 m, total volume 2.5 m\(^3\). Typical pressure in the vacuum chamber did not exceed 2.5 \( \times 10^{-5} \) mm Hg. The thruster was tested at the discharge voltages of 200 to 350 V and in the range of the anode flow rate of 0.5 to 1.4 mg/s.

Table 3 – Analysis of the parameters of the low-power thrusters SPT-50M, prototype PlaS-40 and KM-32

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>( U_{th} ) V</th>
<th>( G_a ), mg/s</th>
<th>( C_n ), W/mN</th>
<th>( I_{sp} ), s</th>
<th>( I/I_d )</th>
<th>( I/I_m )</th>
<th>Eff, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPT-50M</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>1088</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PlaS-40</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>1144</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>40.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KM-32(^{24} )</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>1019</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>29.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The comparison characteristics and parameters of the thrusters tested and under considerations of various constructive schemes are given in Figure 7.
In 2011, on the vacuum rigs of EDB Fakel, research tests of the hybrid plasma thruster PlaS-120 conceptual model were performed (Fig. 8). The tests were performed in the operating modes with discharge voltage of 950 V in the flow rate range of 2.5 to 4.8 mg/s in horizontal vacuum chamber at pressure during the thrusters operation not over $1.2 \times 10^{-4}$ mm Hg (regarding air). The rig vacuum chamber volume amounts 4 m$^3$, the chamber diameter is 0.9 m.

Figure 8. Overall View of the Concept-model HybridPT PlaS-120 after Manufacture

Comparative analysis of the basic parameters of the SPT and HybridPT versions of similar nominal sizes and capacities in high voltage and low voltage ranges are given in Tables 4 and 5.

Table 4 – Analyses of High-Capacity EP Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$U_d$, V</th>
<th>$I_d$, A</th>
<th>$G_\alpha$, mg/s</th>
<th>$F$, mN</th>
<th>$I_{sp}$, s</th>
<th>$N$, W</th>
<th>$\eta$, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPT-140 LM#1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>1568</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>44.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPT-4000QM**</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>203.0</td>
<td>1728</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>57.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PlaS-120CM</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>69.9</td>
<td>1451</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>38.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 – Analyses of High-Voltage EP Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$U_d$, V</th>
<th>$I_d$, A</th>
<th>$G_\alpha$, mg/s</th>
<th>$F$, mN</th>
<th>$I_{sp}$, s</th>
<th>$N$, W</th>
<th>$\eta$, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPT-140 LM#2</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>2750</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>52.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPT-4000QM**</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>2620</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>52.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PlaS-120CM</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>1943</td>
<td>2558</td>
<td>38.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data obtained show that in the wide range of capacity HybridPT has better capacity due to better organization of the ion formation process in DC.
The obtained characteristic relationships between dimensions and parameters describing HybridPT allow identifying it as a new species of plasma thrusters, which can be used in the future for design of geometrically conformal versions being developed, e.g. for development of the thrusters parametric series: PlaS-40, PlaS-55 (or its modification PlaS-5510), PlaS-85 and PlaS-120, as well as of other nominal sizes of the thrusters of various capacities.
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